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DISCHRAGE OF CONTRACT BY USING OPERATION OF LAW 

VIA DIFFERENT REGULATION 

SADHANA TRIVEDI1,PRACHI VERMA2 

ABSTRACT 

The law of agreement cannot be created by deductions from a normal theory, however 

the presence of practical desires on the legal shape bequeathed by means of records. 

The perspectives of lawyers, jurists, judges and academicians alternate in keeping 

with the changing desires of the society and in every criminal machine one discover 

legacies from the past that conflict with modern views. it isn't simplest essential, 

alternatively very beneficial to observe the theories that underlie the concept of 

damages underneath law of contract, but it cannot be anticipated to discover a 

constant technique in anybody systems of regulation. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The settlement may be discharged by means of the occurrence of demise, merger, 

insolvency, unauthorized alteration, and when rights and liabilities devolve at the 

identical birthday party (eg. as in case of a bill of change inside the arms of the 

acceptor, the opposite events are discharged. A agreement can be discharged if, after 

it's far made, overall performance becomes objectively not possible, as inside the 

following:  

(1) demise or disability of one of the parties,  

(2) particular challenge remember of the settlement is destroyed, or  
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(3) Trade within the law that renders performance illegal. industrial practicability 

performance can be excused if it becomes tons greater tough or high priced than 

contemplated whilst the agreement was fashioned. Frustration of purpose.  

A settlement can be discharged if supervening circumstances make it not possible to 

reap the reason the events had in mind. An event that makes it quickly impossible to 

perform will suspend overall performance till the impossibility ceases3. 

1.1 INDIAN SETTLEMENT ACT & DISCHARGE BY WAY OF 

SETTLEMENT 

Section sixty six advertisements to mode of communicating or revoking rescission of 

voidable touch while phase  refers to impact of neglect of promise to have the funds 

for promisor affordable facilities for overall performance. segment sixty two relates 

now not handiest to Novation however also rescission and alteration of agreement.' 

Concurrence of both events is wanted to make abandonment, cancellation or 

rescission of agreement powerful.^ apart from complete substitution or rescission of 

agreement, the section does observe to alteration or variant of settlement. however, 

the supply in segment sixty two especially deals with discharge of contract via 

Novation i.e. substitution through a brand new contract. In Roman law that is termed 

'Navatio' which in keeping with Lord four Salbome in scarf v. Jardine approach "that 

there being a settlement in life, some new contract is substituted for it both between 

the same parties or between specific parties, the attention collectively being the 

release of the old settlement". There being a contract in lifestyles, some new 

agreement is substituted for it both among the same events or among different parties, 

the attention collectively being the discharge of the vintage contract. in the occasions 

of the prevailing case, there may be no novation of the agreement inasmuch as there is 

no substitution of a brand new agreement for the vintage one. in which payments 

made by means of a debtor have been now not appropriated toward any specific 

settlement, section sixty one of the contract Act would observe and the fee should be 

 
3 Covell & Lupton, “Principles of Remedies”, (2008), Lexis Nexis, at.p.3 
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deemed to apply in discharge of the debts in order of time. in which a compromise or 

a agreement or an agreement units up a new agreement it amounts to a novation of 

agreement and when you consider that, in such a case, the regular incident might be as 

indicated in segment 62 of the Act, specifically, that the unique agreement would no 

longer be susceptible to be  achieved, the effect would be to substitute the vintage 

debt for a brand new debt arising from the date of the compromise decree4.  

1.2 MERGER 

Merger is that operation of law, which extinguishes a right by way of motive of its 

coinciding with some other and greater proper within the equal person, e. g., a right of 

action on an everyday debt which might be merged within the right of suing on a loan 

for the same debt. it's miles essential that the parties must be the identical, and the two 

securities need to be exclusive of their criminal operation, the only of a better 

efficiency than the other. A contract may be discharged because of lapse of time. that 

is ruled via the drawback Act 1963. ego. If the creditor does not document in shape 

for recuperation inside 3 years, then the debt becomes time barred and irrecoverable. 

within the case of Leberman V. John Blair & Co. It was held that former executives 

delivered agreement movement in opposition to surviving company after merger, 

alleging breach of contract for failure to pay severance/exchange on top of things bills 

after merger occurred. court held in desire of executives. Case is a great example of 

the impact of a trade on top of things and assumption provisions contained in 

severance agreements. The court  of Appeals held that government's bonus constituted 

thing of government's parachute charge for income tax purposes. Former executive vp 

of bank sued Successor organization, after a merger came about, for severance/ 

alternate on top of things bills. The district courtroom held in opposition to former 

executive and the former govt appealed. The seventh Circuit courtroom of appeals 

held that the severance/change in control agreement constituted a one-individual 

severance plan governed through the worker Retirement income safety Act (ERISA). 

In establishing an ERISA plan, derived from a severance settlement, the court held 

 
4 Ibid, at.p.6. 
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towards the previous govt due to the fact the successor agency's suggest had 

discretion to interpret the plan, for this reason developing an arbitrary and capricious 

evaluate. The successor employer's movement to terminate severance bills became 

reasonable. The protecting is a great discussion of contract interpretation, severance 

and trade in control. there is a minor dialogue of excise tax and parachute payments 

(described by means of regulations). there may be additionally a discussion of precise 

faith at the part of the govt in calculating the amount owed beneath the agreement5.  

1.3 INSOLVENCY 

Insolvency of the promisor when accompanied via conduct that amounts to a note of 

the bankrupt debtor's or his consultant's purpose now not to pay the debt or carry out 

his settlement, truly quantities to refusal to perform the agreement. however a seller 

want no longer supply items to an insolvent purchaser." There have to be an In ability 

to pay expressed by using act or word for the promise's insolvency to be an excuse for 

the promisor's non performance.  So a bare be aware of insolvency is not enough for a 

announcement of goal not to meet the responsibility. it is continually a query of 

reality whether or not such an purpose is obvious and beyond doubt. In B.R. Herman 

and Mohatta v. Asiatic Steam Navigation CO. a client of goods didn't take transport 

of goods below a due settlement. The providers on notice of insolvency of the patron 

served him with observe that they terminate all the ahead contracts. however as they 

received neither reply to the attention nor any provide to pay for or take delivery of 

the products the court became simply of the opinion that the rescission of the 

settlement by way of the carriers turned into valid and they had been entitled to actual 

compensation for the loss sustained. wherein there's any such failure to pay an 

installment as to make the seller trust that the customer will now not be in a position 

to pay for the installments to be introduced in destiny and that his purpose now not to 

go on with the agreement become obvious, in such an event the seller is justified in 

repudiating the settlement. the seller on hearing of the insolvency of the customer 

refused transport unless fee is manufactured from the whole unpaid buy cash. whilst 

 
5 John Rastell, “Les Termes de la Ley” (A Law Dictionary) (1641), at.p.212. University of Texas. 
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an goal to enforce the contract isn't disclosed at the assertion of insolvency, the seller 

may additionally validly conclude that the client has deserted the agreement and that 

he can put in force his proper to rescind.' Insolvency does no longer straight away 

import disability to perform the settlement. the alternative birthday celebration cannot 

therefore, treat the agreement as damaged and to assert damages.  

1.4 DISCHARGE BECAUSE OF DECISION OF A LAW OF COURT  

According to Anson a selection of a court of able jurisdiction in favour of plaintiff 

discharges the right of action bobbing up from breach of settlement. The right is 

thereby merged in the more solemn shape of obligation referred to as a contract of 

document. The bringing of an motion has no longer itself any effect in discharging the 

right to deliver the movement. any other movement can be introduced for the same 

reason in some other court, despite the fact that complaints in such an movement 

might, in the event that they had been simply vexatious, be stayed upon utility to the 

summary jurisdiction of court. whilst judgment is given in an movement, the cause of 

motion is merged into matter of record, and handiest the judgment can be enforced. 

The plaintiff is stopped from bringing every other motion for the identical cause so 

long as the judgment stands. In Indian the placement is the same,  in different words 

the English law in this factor follow to our system6. 

1.5 LOSS OF LIFE 

That the general rule is that rights and liabilities underneath a agreement pass, at the 

death of a celebration to the agreement, to his private representatives. but overall 

performance of such contracts as depend on the personal carrier or ability of the 

deceased cannot be demanded of his representatives, nor can they insist upon 

presenting such performance, although they could sue for cash earned by means of the 

deceased and unpaid at the time of his loss of life. settlement of employer and of 

private provider expire with the dying of either of the events to them; for this reason 

an apprenticeship settlement is terminated by means of the loss of life of the grasp, 

 
6 Sir Edward cokes, Institutes, part IV. (1836), at.p.257. 
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and no declare to the offerings of the apprentice survives to the executor or 

administrator."' 

1.6 UNAUTHORIZED ALTERATION OF THE PHRASES OF THE 

AGREEMENT 

There's as but no provision inside the Indian contract Act or in the Indian proof Act 

specifying as to what occurs to a document which has been materially altered at the 

same time as it is inside the custody of the individual basing his match on it. The 

regulation commission of India in its 13th record has made a useful thought to include 

this thing in a new phase S.67-A as cited beneath. In English regulation there can be 

amendment of settlement by vital alterations. Halsbury summarizes the position for 

this reason:" ". electricity of events of adjust- A agreement in writing cannot be 

altered through the promisee without the consent of the promisor, however a 

agreement can be modified with the consent of the events whether the agreement be 

with the aid of phrase of mouth, in writing or underneath seal. wherein a variation 

which is inconsistent with the terms of the contract is made via consent, this amounts 

to a brand new settlement which supersedes the authentic settlement; '^ however an 

alteration which consists simply in filling in information which have been agreed 

upon earlier than the agreement become signed or in correcting a mistake which 

changed into made in reducing the agreement to writing, simplest expresses more 

appropriately the original intention of the events and does no longer amount to a new 

agreement or have an effect on the legal responsibility below the settlement. whether 

or not a particular version became made before or after the execution of the tool is an 

issue of evidence. within the case of a deed, at any price, the presumption is that it 

was made earlier than execution.'' In Nathulal v. Gomti Kaur the Privy Council has 

said the rule of thumb hence7. 

1.7 RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES VESTING IN THE IDENTICAL MAN OR 

WOMAN 

 
7 Cited in Sayers‟ “Damages”, at.pp. 49-52; William Tidd‟s, “The New Practice of the Courts of 

King's Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer court”, (1837), at.p.524. 
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An innocent party can deal with a contract as discharged if the other birthday 

celebration materially alters a time period (which includes amount or rate) without 

consent. Statutes of barriers restrict the period at some stage in which a party can sue 

primarily based on a breach of settlement. An motion for the breach of a settlement 

for a sale of products ought to be commenced inside three years after the breach 

occurs, whether or not the harmless celebration knows of the breach. The events can 

shorten this period to one year however cannot amplify it. New Promise to perform 

begins the length once more. If the birthday party who owes the responsibility makes 

a new promise to carry out, the reason of action barred by using the statute of 

obstacles is revived. A discharge in financial disaster will typically bar enforcement 

of most of a borrowers contracts.  

where it's miles clean from the terms of contract that the nice of the ore to be supplied 

became one in every of its vital situations of the settlement and the samples of the ore 

to be supplied needed to be analysed by using each the parties, held the vendor 

couldn't ignore this them and via ignoring the said time period, it amounted to breach 

of agreement. The degree of damage for breach of agreement, is repayment for effects 

which flos as a natural and succesful outcome of the breach. The declare of the 

plaintiff that had the department refused his utility for extension of time in advance, 

he should have were given every other agreement and earned cash changed into not 

supported through evidence and therefore, the plaintiff was no longer entitled to 

damages. Appointment of authorized sellers for distribution and sale of meals-grains 

and sugar. there has been provision within the settlement for termination of the 

contract without assigning purpose. Held, the situations was not violative of Article 

14 of the constitution for the reason that proper of the provider so appointed turned 

into completely contractual in nature and will be decided with out assigning any 

reason.  

In some of these instances a dating which results from some degree of legal 

compulsion is though regarded as contractual due to the fact the events still have the 

sizable freedom to adjust its incidents. however there are cases in which a courting 
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created by using prison compulsion is surely no longer contractual eg. cases where a 

people property is compulsorily acquired  'J'okay in opposition to his will. In this type 

of case someone whose belongings is obtained compulsorily and against his will does 

now not make a contract with the acquiring authority even though he gets 

compensation. another example is the case of a affected person to whom drugs are 

supplied under the national health provider. He isn't considered to make a contract to 

buy them, even supposing he pays a prescription rate. in addition in some other case, 

wherein a person who posts a letter or a parcel does no longer make a contract with 

the publish  

workplace. The border among the two classes of cases is never honestly described due 

to the fact it's far dubious whether or not a person is in reality creating a agreement or 

no longer? for example in case of purchaser of gasoline, energy or water, it is dubious 

whether or not the consumer is sincerely creating a agreement with the statutory 

authority or the statutory our bodies worried are obliged to deliver these things. in 

addition, it's far tough to choose whether or not there is a contract between a 

purchaser and bus lawyer below the prison aid Scheme or not? or whether or not 

there's a settlement among a affected person and his health practitioner below the 

countrywide health provider or now not? despite the above qualification, the fact that 

emerges out undoubtedly is, that the “law of settlement is concerned with the 

occasions in which agreements are legally binding”. consequently it offers majority 

with  components - agreements and legal consequences and 2d is its enforceability. 

however, the policies regarding offer and popularity, offers with the procedure of 

reaching an settlement. The factors referring to attention and contractual intentions80 

issues the necessities which have to typically be satisfied before an agreement is 

legally enforced. The regulations relating to misrepresentation and illegality offers 

with the impact of unique instances resulting from which the regulation can also 

refuse to put into effect the agreements which might otherwise be binding. The 

policies regarding capability are primarily based partially or view that sure lessons of 

individuals can not shape the considered necessary contractual aim and partially on 

the view that it is unwanted to implement agreements with such magnificence of 
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persons. The regulations relating to mistake. are based partially on the view that there 

is no agreement whilst the parties are at cross -point on essential factors only83 and 

partially on the view that the settlement has no felony effect if both the parties were 

under a fundamental mistake as to the difficulty count. The policies regarding the 

content of a settlement, performance, breach and frustration once more are partially 

based on the settlement between the parties and partly on guidelines of regulation 

which decide the correct felony impact of the settlement.8 

CONCLUSION  

Mission by an act of the events may additionally reason task of rights or of liabilities 

underneath a contract. as a rule, a celebration to a contract cannot switch his liabilities 

beneath the contract without the consent of the opposite party. This rule applies both 

on the common regulation and in fairness. wherein a settlement involves mutual rights 

and duties, an assignee of a right cannot put into effect that right without enjoyable 

the correlative duties. In India this precept has been identified, on this regard 

Venkatramiah, J., rihgtly determined, "The regulation at the situation is nicely settled 

and might be stated in easy terms. An task of a contract would possibly end result by 

transfer either of the rights or of the duties thereunder. however there may be a nicely 

known distinction between these two classes of assignments regularly responsibilities 

underneath a agreement cannot be assigned except with the consent of the promisee, 

and while such consent is given, it is sincerely a novation resulting in substitution of 

liabilities. then again rights beneath a contract are assignable until the settlement is 

non-public in its nature or the rights are incapable of challenge both underneath the 

law or beneath an settlement between the parties. 

The juristic basis of the doctrine rests upon some theories, particularly, implied term', 

'simply answer', 'production', 'failure of consideration' and 'foundation of the 

agreement'. it is submitted that these theories are not relevant in India due to the fact 

in India the doctrine has been especially sitated in phase fifty six within the form of 

 
8 Supra note 23. 
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'initial' and 'supervening impossibility'. The view is nicely supported by the 

observations made by means of Mukherjea in Satyabrat v. Mugneeram, in which in he 

talked about that, "these variations within the manner of formulating prison theories 

clearly do not subject us as long as we have statutory provision within the Indian 

agreement Act. In figuring out instances in India, the handiest doctrine that we have to 

move via is that of supervening impossibility or illegality as laid down in segment 

fifty six of the settlement Act, taking the word 'impossible' in its realistic and no 

longer literal sense. It have to be bom in mind, however, that this phase lays down a 

rule of fantastic law and does not leave the problem to be determined according to the 

goal of the parties." it's been rightly stated that the doctrine of 'impossibility of 

performance' or of 'frustration of settlement' is relevant in type of agreement. it's 

miles, consequently, no longer feasible to lay down an exhaustive list of situations 

wherein the doctrine can be implemented as a way to exonerate from the liability to 

carry out the settlement. The law upon this count number is in system of evolution9.  
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